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  The Challenge

Gilbarco Veeder-Root is the worldwide 
technology leader for retail and commercial 
fueling operations. They offer the broadest 
range of integrated solutions from the forecourt 
to the convenience store and head office. 

Gilbarco Veeder-Root was emailing their 
contacts, but they lacked the ability to report 
on their marketing activities and truly nurture 
prospects in the way they required. Instead 
of an email service provider (ESP), Gilbarco 
Veeder-Root selected a full marketing 
automation platform. While it was important 
to show that marketing automation was a 
good investment, Gilbarco Veeder-Root also 
wanted to create a solid foundation for best 
practices when they expanded their marketing 

automation to their global marketing groups. 
They didn’t just want to get up-and-running 
quickly, they wanted to ensure they had a 
solid model for a global rollout that all of their 
regions could benefit from.

  The Solution

Gilbarco Veeder-Root worked with The Pedowitz 
Group to perform a rapid enablement, featuring 
a proof-of-concept campaign that would display 
the results they could get when they reached 
the right audience at the right time with the 
right message. They also needed a migration 
plan to move them from their previous platform 
to their new one.

Through a discovery workshop, Gilbarco 
Veeder-Root and The Pedowitz Group 
uncovered the requirements needed to provide 
Gilbarco with the building blocks and best 
practices to demonstrate the value of the new 
Marketo instance. This provided the map for 
how the instance would be set up.

The first region to launch was North America, 
creating a model for the enablement of other 
regions. The enablement included contact us 
form migrations for two main business units, as 
well as the development of a subscription center.

CRM

http://www.pedowitzgroup.com
http://www.gilbarco.com/us/
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The first initiative was a targeted promotion 
to North America contacts who had already 
expressed interest and were primed for 
Gilbarco Veeder-Root’s extraordinary offer via 
a PPC campaign – finance rates unique in the 
industry. By employing a targeted list to mid-
funnel contacts, Gilbarco Veeder-Root was able 
to ensure that their message would get noticed.

In addition, because Gilbarco Veeder-Root 
utilizes a call center for MQLs, the call center 
partner was trained in the new Marketo 
processes to ensure that they updated leads 
from MQL to SRL when they had a pending 
opportunity. These were then synced to the 
CRM for the sales representatives to pursue. 
Incorporating the new platform into the existing 
sales process was a key to long-term success.

  Results

The results of the initiative were tremendous. 
Within only a few days of launching, there 
were already over $3.8 million of MQLs. 
Ultimately, the program drove over $8.7 million 
in qualified opportunities. Expectations were 
exceeded on all of the metrics for opens, clicks, 
opportunities created and revenue. This has 
enabled the marketing team to demonstrate 
their contribution to revenue and advance 
their journey towards becoming full-fledged 
Revenue Marketers™. 

With everything Gilbarco has learned, they 
have been able to apply it to additional 
campaigns. They’ve been able to achieve 
in excess of 50% open rates and routinely 
have click rates of 12-15%. In the first quarter 
of 2015, they were able to achieve more 
marketing-sourced revenue than in all of the 
previous year – and can even trace to the 
specific marketing asset that started it.

“The skill and flexibility of The 
Pedowitz Group positioned us to 
be able to implement Marketo 
with an extremely lean team and 
vastly exceed our expectations 
of what we could achieve with 
Marketing Automation in the time 
we have achieved it.” 

– Daniel Englebretson, Senior Manager,  
Digital Marketing, Gilbarco Veeder-Root

Gilbarco Veeder-Root 
won the 2015 Marketo 

Revvie Award for 

The Engager: 
Following the Five 

Rules of Engagement

http://www.pedowitzgroup.com/
http://www.gilbarco.com/us/
https://summit.marketo.com/2015/revvies/
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  Next Steps

Gilbarco Veeder-Root learned that using best 
practices and creating a long-term plan for 
global marketing automation enablement 
from the beginning are crucial to ensuring a 
productive, revenue-generating marketing 
engine. Starting with a vision of the global 
organization ensured that a flexible plan, with 
room for rapid growth, was key to insuring  
long-term business success.

Because this high-profile program was so 
successful, it has been replicated to drive 
additional business for other products.

Key Benefits

▪ Integrated their MA platform, call  
center, and CRM into a single process  
to convert MQLs to SALs to opportunities 
to revenue.

▪ Marketing can now measure their 
success and limit unproductive programs 
while they focus on additional ones. 
This enables them to make budget 
assessments based on ROI and revenue 
metrics, instead of using guesswork – 
and curtail unproductive programs while 
enhancing productive ones

▪ Gilbarco Veeder-Root is poised for 
successful rollouts to the rest of their 
global teams

▪ Generated more marketing-sourced 
revenue in Q1 2015 than in all of 2014.

▪ Able to engage 3x as many of their leads 
since implementing their new platform 
because of the increased scalability

  Lessons Learned

▪ Multi-channel, opt-in programs are effective 
generators of quality leads and revenue

▪ Using metrics, the Gilbarco team can 
end unproductive programs early while 
focusing their efforts on successful ones

“This is significant in that it covers 
our entire cost for the year for our 
MA platform and implementation, 
but also because it was very 
groundbreaking for us in being 
able to execute organic end-to-
end campaigns across multiple 
tactics driving confirmed revenue 
that we can then trace back to our 
marketing automation system.” 

– Daniel Englebretson, Senior Manager,  
Digital Marketing, Gilbarco Veeder-Root
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